
Marigold / Aimyon
Lyrics: Aimyon

[Verse 1]
Kaze no tsuyosa ga chotto

(As a bit strong wind)
Kokoro wo yusaburisugite

(shaked my heart so much that ...)
Majime ni mitsumeta

(I gazed you, seriously)
Kimi ga koishii
(I miss you)

Dengurigaeshi no hibi
(Those somersault like days)
Kawaisou na furi wo shite
(Pretending to be poor)
Darakete mita kedo

(I tried being lazy but ...)
Kibou no hikari wa

(A glimmer of hope is ...)

[Pre-chorus]
Me no mae de zutto kagayaite iru
(Always shining in front of me)

Shiawase da
(It’s my happiness)

[Chorus]
Mugiwara no boushi no kimi ga

(You with a straw hat on)
Yureta mariigoorudo ni niteru

(Looked like a swaying marigold)
Are wa sora ga mada aoi natsu no koto

(It was an affair in summer still with the blue sky)
Natsukashii to waraeta ano hi no koi

(The love of that day we can smile at feeling nostalgic)

“Mou hanarenaide” to
(Saying, "Don't leave me any more")
Nakisou na me de mitsumeru kimi wo
(Staring at me with eyes about to cry)

Kumo no you na yasashisa de sotto gyutto
(With tendrness like clouds, softly and tightly)

Dakishimete dakishimete hanasanai
(I hold you, I hold you, and I’ll never let you go)

[Verse 2]
Hontou no kimochi zenbu

(All my true feelings)
Hakidaseru hodo tsuyoku wa nai

(I'm not strong enough to spit them out)
Demo fushigi na kurai ni

(But oddly enough)
Zetsubou wa mienai

(I can't see the despair)

[Pre-chorus 2]
Me no oku ni zutto utsuru shiruetto

(A silhouette that always projected inside of my eyes)
Daisuki sa
(I love it)

[Chorus 2]
Yawaraka na hada wo yoseai
(Having our soft skins closer)

Sukoshi tsumetai kuuki wo futari
(A bit cold air for the two of us)

Kamishimete aruku kyou to iu hi ni
(Enjoying it, we walk on so called “today”)

Nanto namae wo tsukeyou ka nante hanashite
(Talking about what we would name it)

Aa ai rabu yuu no kotoba ja
(Ah, only the words "I love you")

Tarinai kara to kisu shite
(Just because it’s not enough, we kiss)

Kumo ga mada futari no kage wo nokosu kara
(As clouds still leave a shadow of us)

Itsu made mo, itsu made mo kono mama
(Forever, Forever, as we are)

[Bridge]
Haruka tooi basho ni itemo
(Even if we are far away)

Tsunagatte itai naa
(I want to be connected)

Futari no omoi ga
(May the wishes of us)
Onaji de arimasu you ni

(Be the same)

[Interlude]

[Chorus]
Mugiwara no boushi no kimi ga

(You with a straw hat on)
Yureta mariigoorudo ni niteru

(Looked like a swaying marigold)
Are wa sora ga mada aoi natsu no koto

(It was an affair in summer still with the blue sky)
Natsukashii to waraeta ano hi no koi

(The love of that day we can smile at feeling nostalgic)

“Mou hanarenaide” to
(Saying, "Don't leave me any more")
Nakisou na me de mitsumeru kimi wo
(Staring at me with eyes about to cry)

Kumo no you na yasashisa de sotto gyutto
(With tendrness like clouds, softly and tightly)

Dakishimete hanasanai
(I hold you, and I’ll never let you go)

Aa ai rabu yuu no kotoba ja
(Ah, only the words "I love you")

Tarinai kara to kisu shite
(Just because it’s not enough, we kiss)

Kumo ga mada futari no kage wo nokosu kara
(As clouds still leave a shadow of us)

Itsu made mo itsu made mo kono mama
(Forever, forever, as we are)

Hanasanai
(I’ll never let you go)

Aha itsu made mo itsu made mo hanasanai
(Forever, Forever, I’ll never let you go)

[Outro]
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